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OVERVIEW
The Nader Group+ASA team was retained to evaluate existing conditions and various
proposed solutions for the future of the Byram municipal complex. This report summarizes our
findings.
At the start of this project, we were provided with various pertinent information including
building program, existing as-built plans for the civic building commonly referred to as the
“Mortar Building,” as well as photographs and other backup documents for the administration
and police building commonly referred to as the “Shed Building.” Additional topographic
information and environmental constraints maps, and miscellaneous plans and reports
representing the previous designs were also reviewed (see full list below). Subsequently, we
conducted meetings with various key officials, decision makers, the building subcommittee
and council members to discuss their future needs along with experience relative to the use of
their current space and environment. We also discussed the overall building program at length
coupled with our approach and the Township’s planned growth. We were advised to use the
program developed by FKA Architects, as last modified in 2017, referencing the most recent
modification in the FKA concept #5.
We further performed field investigations to identify conditions of existing structures and
determine their viability for re-purpose and re-use. It was determined that the Shed Building will
require substantial modification, which will increase cost substantially. The Mortar Building,
however, is viable to be renovated, which will enable us to utilize this existing structure and repurpose it in order to reduce overall cost.
Based on the above, our investigation initially focused on the following three options:
1. New Complex
a. Includes the complete demolition of the mortar building and shed building
2. Mortar Building & Open Space
a. Includes the division of Township complex between the existing mortar building
and rental of the open space located at the Byram school on Mansfield Drive
3. Existing Complex & New Building
a. Includes use of the existing complex (or portions, thereof) and a new addition
and/or building(s).
We evaluated each option and prepared a matrix of our findings (see attached matrix for
further detail). For the top two options, we would prepare concept plans.
Our investigation led to the ranking of the above options as follows:
1- Ranking of 2
2- Ranking of 3
3- Ranking of 1
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The following report summarizes our process and findings. The comparison matrix, concept site
plans, concept building plans and preliminary cost estimates are attached as appendices to
this report.
Based upon our meeting with the Building Subcommittee and Town Council on February 26,
2019, it was determined that we would explore all three options, regardless of their rank on the
matrix. That information has been incorporated into this report, along with requests for further
clarification received.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
Byram municipal complex is situated on Mansfield Drive in the Township of Byram, Sussex
County, New Jersey. The complex currently houses administrative, civic, police, and public
works buildings, as well as an animal pound. The site provides for access drive, parking,
storage and tennis courts.

HISTORICAL DATA
As part of our investigation and analysis we reviewed documents that were previously
prepared. Utilizing these documents allowed for the team to reduce redundancy of work.

Existing Documentation
The following documents were reviewed, as provided by the Township:
1. Township of Byram Municipal Building Plans, dated 3/1971, prepared by William J.
Wilson, AIA Architect.
2. Additions and Alterations to the Byram Township Intermediate School, dated illegible,
prepared by Hamnett, Bouman &Blanche, PA.
3. Sanitary Sewer System Plan & Profile, dated 1/1996, prepared by Cerenzio & Panaro,
P.C.
4. Roof Scope Narrative, dated 1/11/2013, prepared by HQW Architects, LLC.
5. Building Mechanical Systems Evaluation, dated 10/10/2014, prepared by Strunk-Albert
Engineering.
6. Byram Township Municipal Building Programing Document, dated 8/26/2015, prepared
by FKA Architects.
7. Byram Township Municipal Building Assessment, dated 9/11/2015, prepared by FKA
Architects.
8. Byram Township Municipal Complex Master Plan Options, dated 10/12/2015, prepared
by FKA Architects.
9. Summary of Spaces, dated 11/9/2015, prepared by FKA Architects.
10. Byram Township Municipal Complex Master Plan Options, dated 3/8/2016, prepared by
FKA Architects.
11. Cost Estimate, dated 3/8/2016, prepared by FKA Architects.
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12. Option Floorplans, dated 3/16/2017, prepared by FKA Architects.
13. Site Options, dated 3/16/2017, prepared by FKA Architects.
14. Summary of Spaces, Option #5, dated 3/21/2017, prepared by FKA Architects.
15. Byram Township New Municipal Building Schematic Estimate Summary, dated 5/5/2017,
prepared by MJA Construction Services.
16. Document 00 91 13 Addendum Number 01 Open Space Re-Roofing at Byram IS, dated
5/3/2018, prepared by Parette Somjen Architects LLC.
17. Byram Township Municipal Building Proposed Expansion Environmental Plan, dated
11/2018,prepared by Cory L. Stoner, PE.
18. Byram Township Municipal Building Proposed Parking Lot Expansion Concept Plan,
dated 11/2018,prepared by Cory L. Stoner, PE.
19. Preliminary Engineering & Environmental Permit Review for the Byram Township
Municipal Building Renovation/Reconstruction and Byram Township Intermediate
School Parking Area Options, dated 11/2/2018, prepared by Harold E. Pellow &
Associates, Inc.
20. Staff Breakdown, date unknown, preparer unknown.
21. Environmental Analysis for the Byram Township Municipal Building Complex, undated,
prepared by Harold E. Pellow & Associates, Inc.

SITE INVESTIGATIONS & INTERVIEWS
To complement our assessment, we conducted site visits of the Mortar Building, the Shed
Building, the Open Space Building and the complex and school grounds.
§

§

§

Shed Building – The interior was visually toured and inspected. Additional inspection
information relied upon the FKA Building Assessment report previously prepared. The
exterior was visually inspected. The foundation was cleared by the township DPW and
visually inspected and measured. The roof was visually inspected on the interior.
Mortar Building – The interior was visually toured and inspected. Additional inspection
information relied upon the FKA Building Assessment report previously prepared. The
exterior was visually inspected. Original building plans were consulted for construction
details.
Open Space Building – The interior was visually toured and inspected. The exterior was
visually inspected. Original building plans were consulted for construction details.

Documents for all three buildings (as listed above) were reviewed in coordination with site
investigations.
Additionally, we met with several officials during our site visits and discussed at length the
program and their current needs and potential growth. These interviews supplemented the
information provided in the documents above.
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ASSESSMENT
Below is our assessment and analysis based on the review of the information above as well as
our own professional observations. This assessment is summarized in the attached matrix,
which also ranks each option first, second and third.

Environmental Constraints
Associated with the new Municipal Building site are environmentally sensitive areas as
identified by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP). All of these
environmentally sensitive areas are associated with Lubbers Run, which lies to the southeast of
the existing municipal building.
a. The NJDEP environmentally sensitive areas are:
i. An exceptional resource value wetlands area which lies northwest of
Lubbers Run, between the municipal complex and the Lubbers Run
channel. This wetland area, as shown delineated on the various concepts
which are part of this report, casts a 150’ wide buffer onto the site from
the edge of the wetlands;
ii. A delineated flood hazard area which encroaches along the southeast
boundary of the municipal building site, and;
iii.

A Riparian Buffer zone, which extends 300’ from the top of the closest
bank of Lubbers Run onto the municipal complex site.

iv. The Highlands Preservation Area, which the entire proposed site lies within.
b. Respectively, these regulated areas have the following summarized constraints
on developing the municipal complex site:
i. New disturbance in the 150 wetland buffer area is permitted to a point 75’
inward from the 150’ buffer line. Associated with this permitted
disturbance, however an area of compensation of equal are to the
proposed buffer disturbance is required to be dedicated along the same
wetland buffer area. Note that in an area that is currently being actively
used, those activities can continue, and the encroachment into the
wetland buffer area may remain or may be modified into an alternate
similar use. (i.e. parking lot to parking lot)
ii. New construction activity is permitted within the flood hazard area,
however it is heavily restricted. In general, no change within the flood
hazard area can take place that would adversely affect flooding that
may occur downstream. The constraints that emerge from this
requirement are that any new construction within the flood hazard area
may not displace any volume of the flood storage provided. This means
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that an equal volume of excavation within the flood hazard area must be
provided to offset any new fill or buildings constructed within the flood
hazard area, that would take up flood storage volume.
iii. No new construction is permitted within the 300’ riparian buffer. The
exception to this is a series of permits for minor disturbances that are
allowed by NJDEP. In general, new construction within the riparian zone
would require what the NJDEP calls an ‘Individual Permit’. Unlike the
regulations surrounding the series of general permits, there are no
requirements that the NJDEP will approve an application for an Individual
permit. Disturbances within the 300’ riparian zone that require an
individual permit must be compensated for in area at a ratio of at lease
1:1, but may be as high as 3:1 within the same 300’ riparian buffer. Often,
the required compensation for a proposed encroachment so outweighs
the size of the proposed disturbance that avoiding a regulated activity is
a more efficient use of land than providing the required compensation
area along with a regulated disturbance.
iv. Highlands Preservation area restrictions severely limit construction activities
permitted within their limits. Permitted construction activities are largely
limited to those proposed in previously developed and actively disturbed
areas.. Exemptions are granted for specific construction activities.
c. In general the regulations surrounding the environmentally sensitive areas limit
the extent to which a site can be developed. Avoiding disturbance to these
areas is the best option from an environmental permit perspective. If
disturbance is required to meet the goals of a project, it is best to limit the
disturbance to a degree which meets or nearly meets one of the general permits
allowed by NJDEP. In all cases it is best to limit any proposed disturbance to an
area that is being actively utilized or maintained.
d. The environmental matrix entries describe the pros and cons of each of the three
alternatives, and demonstrates why the rankings were tabulated as they are.
Please note that it would appear that option 2, existing complex and open
space, would have the least impact on the environmentally sensitive areas at
the municipal complex. In actuality, the improvements needed at the open
space site to provide parking and other required improvements cause significant
impact to the environmentally sensitive areas located to the southeast of
Lubbers Run. The concern with the impact to environmentally sensitive areas
near the open space have no proximate place to mitigate or compensate for
any regulated construction activities except for within the municipal complex
site on the other side of Lubber’s Run.
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Effects of Environmental Constraints on Project Cost and Schedule
Often in land development projects environmental constraints placed on a property due to
the disturbance of regulated areas may have an effect on the cost and schedule of the
project. Schedules may be altered due to the delay caused by the permit process, and
additional costs may be incurred to due to additional features that must be constructed to
mitigate the perceived impact of the new site to regulated areas. As discussed above, the
regulated areas that affect the Byram Municipal Building are wetlands, highlands, and flood
hazard areas. Because the adjacent Lubber’s run is considered a waterway with a high
resource value (Category 1) the most restrictive environmental constraints are imposed on the
site.
The intent of the regulations surrounding the regulated areas described above is largely to
protect ‘greenfields’ or undeveloped areas. The regulations surrounding all of the regulated
areas present at the proposed Byram Municipal Building Site make allowances for land that is
actively disturbed and previously developed. The proposed Municipal Building site is both
previously developed and actively disturbed, and is therefore able to take advantage of
special provisions in the regulations that consider previously developed and actively disturbed
areas. Following is a list of the regulated areas present on or affecting the proposed site, and
their potential impacts to the project:
a. Highlands- The proposed Municipal Building site lies within the ‘Highlands
Preservation Area’, which means that it is subject to the regulations surrounding
the Highlands Act. Within the Highlands Act, however, are Exemptions for
construction projects that are not considered to be a detriment to the Highlands
Area, and are not therefore required to follow the Highland Act rules. Highlands
Exemption #4 will exempt a project on a previously developed site that does not
exceed the developed footprint by more than 125%, or create an additional ¼
acre of impervious cover. Since all of the proposed site layouts stay within the
limits of the previously developed area, and reduce the amount of impervious
cover, the project will qualify for a Highlands Exemption #4. The permit
application for the exemption can be filed during the design process of the
project, and is approximately a 90 day process. The highlands exemption will
not, therefore affect the schedule of the project, as it may be filed for and
obtained well in advance of construction. Since the project will be exempt from
the Highlands Rules, there will be no affect on the cost of the project.
b. Wetlands- The proposed project site is encumbered by a 150’ wetland buffer
associated with the exceptional resource value wetlands that line Lubbers Run.
The wetlands buffer is a regulated area that limits construction activities.
However, similar to the Highlands Act, the Wetland regulations make special
provisions for construction activities that occur in previously developed and
actively disturbed areas. All of the wetland buffer areas that tare proposed to
be disturbed by any of the site plan options lie within previously developed and
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actively disturbed areas. Because of this, the proposed site development will
qualify for a Transition (Buffer) Area Waiver, which permits new construction
activity in previously developed and actively disturbed areas. Obtaining a
Transition area Waiver (TAW) is approximately a 90 day process from filing, and
can also be filed during the design phase of the project. For this reason it is not
anticipated that filing for the TAW will affect the schedule of the project. There
are no cost implications as all restrictions of the wetlands transition area will not
apply.
c. Flood Hazard Area- Any construction within the Flood Hazard Area is regulated
by the NJDEP. In general, construction activities regulated entail the placement
of additional fill in the flood hazard area, that would displace potential flood
waters within the FHA. Any construction proposed in any of the concept site
plans offered to date on this project does not include the placement of
additional fill in the Flood Hazard Area. Note, any other kind of disturbance
within the FHA is also regulated, (even those which do not displace flood
volume) but again, special provisions are made for construction activities that
are proposed in previously developed and actively disturbed areas. Any
proposed disturbance on any of the proposed layout plans to the FHA will not be
outside of a previously developed or actively disturbed area, and will not raise
ground surface elevations, or displace flood volumes. Because of this, the
proposed construction activities will qualify for a Permit by Rule #10. In the case,
of a Permit by Rule, no permit application is required to NJDEP; the activity is only
required to be documented during construction. This permit process will
therefore have no affect on construction schedule. Cost is also unaffected as
the proposed construction activity is unaffected.
d. Riparian Buffer Area- Any construction within the Riparian Buffer Area is
regulated. All of the proposed conceptual site layouts will disturb the 300’
Riparian Buffer associated with Lubber’s Run. Please note however that special
provisions are made within the regulations for disturbance within previously
developed and actively disturbed areas. Note that all disturbance proposed to
the Riparian Buffer in any of the proposed conceptual site plans will occur within
a previously developed and actively disturbed area. Note also that impervious
cover will also be reduced in all options. The disturbance to the Riparian Buffer is
located more than 25’ from the bank of Lubber’s run in all instances, and no
clearing of riparian zone vegetation outside of an actively disturbed area is
proposed. The disturbance proposed in any of the conceptual site layouts will
also then qualify for a Permit by Rule #10, which only requires documentation
during construction, and no formal application to NJDEP. No impact to
construction cost or schedule is therefore anticipated. Note that the Permit by
Rule #10 discussed in this section would be the same permit as discussed in c.
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above. (The disturbance to the Riparian Buffer and to the FHA would be
covered under the same permit.)
e. Stormwater Rules- Any project that disturbs more than one acre or creates an
additional ¼ acre of additional impervious cover is considered a major project
and is subject to the Stormwater Rules. The proposed Municipal Building will be
considered a major project since although the project will reduce impervious
cover, more than one acre is proposed to be disturbed.
A major project is required to meet requirements for water quantity, to reduce
the flow of stormwater from the site, for water quality, to meet requirement for
sediment transfer from the site due to additional impervious surfaces, and
groundwater recharge, to ensure that no opportunity for surface water to
infiltrate the ground and recharge the aquifer is lost due to additional impervious
cover.
The project will likely require a detention basin to reduce the stormwater runoff
flows from the site due to the development. As such, a cost line item for a
detention basin has been added to the site development construction costs.
Since no additional impervious cover is proposed, no additional cost will be
incurred due to the need for water quality, or groundwater recharge
enhancement site appurtenances, and none have been considered in the site
construction costs.
Review of the compliance to the Stormwater Rules is done at the municipal level
and does not require a permit from NJDEP. The municipal review is done during
the design period, and it is anticipated that it will not have an effect on
construction schedule.
The Nader Group has contacted the Municipal Engineer and discussed the regulated
activities proposed in this feasibility study, and the permitting that would be required to
accomplish the site construction as proposed herein. As of the date of this report we are in
concurrence as to the permitting requirements for the proposed project.

Engineering
There are many considerations when one assesses the practicality and costs
associated with the development of a site. Discussed below are the elements of
engineering that have the greatest impact to the ease of construction and cost
for the development of the new municipal building:
a. Earthwork. Earthwork is the leveling or grading of a site in preparation of
the construction of a facility such as a building, roadway, or parking area.
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The more that a site requires this initial work prior to the construction of the
proposed features, the more time consuming, labor intensive, logistically
complicated and costly this part of the construction project can be. One
of the most costly and complicated tasks within the category of
earthwork is the removal of rock. The cost to remove rock can easily be
an order of magnitude more expensive than the removal or movement of
soil due to the difficulty of the construction methods needed to manage
the rock. Removal of rock may require ripping with heavy machinery,
hydraulic hammering, also with heavy machinery, and even blasting. The
most prudent practice when rock exists on the site is to design in such a
way that rock removal is not necessary. Also, the suitability of the soil to
be excavated and replaced and used to support structures is another
factor in determining the costs and logistics of earthwork. Having to
remove unsuitable soils from the site and trucking in suitable soil is also a
time, logistical, and cost factor in new construction.
b. Stormwater Management. When a site is developed, most often,
additional impervious cover is constructed on the site in the form of
parking areas, buildings, recreational facilities, and roadways. The
addition of the impervious cover increases the amount of stormwater
runoff from normal rainfall, as the additional impervious cover removes the
ability for a percentage of water to infiltrate into the ground, and also
increases the speed in which overland stormwater flow can run off of a
site and arrive at a receiving body of water such as a stream. To
compensate for this effect, what is typically built on a site is a series of
stormwater inlets and piping to collect the stormwater, and a detention
basin to hold the collected water and release it slowly over time.
Regulations place exact constraints for the size and release rate for new
detention basin facilities. Ideally, a new stormwater detention basin is
constructed above ground at the lowest portion of a site. This practice is
only possible when an area without environmental constraints is available
for this construction. On a site like the proposed Byram municipal
complex, it is more likely that an underground facility will be proposed.
Often regulatory agencies such as NJDEP will favor an underground
detention facility to an above ground detention facility if the
underground facility has less of an impact on undisturbed environmentally
sensitive areas. It should be noted as well that the more new impervious
area is constructed on a site, the larger the required stormwater detention
facility will be. The creation of as little new impervious area as possible is
therefore desirable to reduce costs and the complexity of design of
stormwater management facilities.

c. Grading and New Pavement- Tying in to the discussion of earthwork and
stormwater management above, the reduction of site grading and new
pavement will save cost. New construction in areas that are already
reasonably flat, level, previously disturbed and impervious will facilitate
construction and impacts to other engineering considerations.
d. Construction Logistics- Prior to and during the course of construction
many things are considered to ensure that construction goes smoothly,
continually and safely from start to finish. Some of the considerations
pertinent to the construction of the new municipal building are:
i. Separation of construction activity from daily activity if the two will
occur simultaneously for safety
ii. Laydown areas for materials
iii. Equipment staging areas
iv. Traffic protection
v. Temporary provisions for ongoing use- phasing of
demolition/construction
vi. Impacts to adjacent uses
vii. Timing of environmental constraints to construction activity
e. The engineering matrix entries describe the pros and cons of each of the
three alternatives and demonstrates why the rankings were tabulated as
they are.

Site & Circulation
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A site must function. Consideration must be given to all proposed uses and their
daily activity to allow them to both interact and be separate as the situation
allows. This is the essence of site planning and requires a comprehensive
understanding of all functions and activities that will take place on a given site
once construction is completed and it is being utilized to serve its intended
purpose. In the case of the proposed municipal building a partial list of the
requirements of each element of the proposed municipal building was that was
examined follows:
a. Site Requirements of Municipal Departments
i.
Police
1. Separate secure entrance for personnel with receptionist
2. ‘Sally Port’ for processing of suspects separate from entrance
3. Long term/overnight parking for cruisers
4. Separate parking from other municipal functions
ii.
Administration
1. Most daytime activity

2. Separate entrance
3. Parking convenient to separate entrance
4. Site circulation Layout should lead towards admin parking
iii.
Civic Space
1. Overflow parking for events such as council or planning
board
2. Parking proximate to meeting room
3. Separate pedestrian and vehicular circulation
b. General Site Circulation
i. Minimize dead end parking
ii. Roadway system should lead motorist to different departments
iii. Separate heavy/truck traffic from passenger car traffic
iv. Provide delivery/loading area
v. Two means of ingress/egress or bifurcate ingress/egress drive
c. The Site & Circulation matrix entries describe the pros and cons of each of
the three alternatives and demonstrates why the rankings were tabulated as
they are.

Building
The building program, for the purposes of this report, was largely based on the most recent
program and “Summary of Spaces” prepared by FKA Architects. The last iteration entailed the
construction of a new 14,395 square foot building housing all municipal functions. Along with
this plan, additional information gathered during our meetings with various township officials,
which were used to supplement the building concepts prepared.
The building is the driving force behind this project. Furthermore, the program is the impetus
behind the size of the building and its potential location.
Our initial approach was to take advantage of existing structures and utilize them to the best
extent possible. This approach was taken in order to reduce cost, while meeting code
requirements and providing for a new space that does not compromise quality and function.
We visited the Mortar Building, the Shed Building and the Open Space on various occasions.
We also conducted physical investigation of the Shed Building foundation, roof structure and
building structure. We investigated the Open Space building for accessibility, ADA
requirements, MEP, HVAC and structural. We investigated the Mortar Building for function,
structure, roof, and access. The results of our field investigation and our office assessment
revealed that the open space building present major challenges that would drive up the cost.
These challenges include:
-

Roof insulation
Wall insulation
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-

Drop ceiling structure
Modified heating and air conditioning
Relocated bathrooms
Relocated electrical panels
ADA access
Construction of new walls – inside and outside
Safety issues relative to the adjacent school access
Additional access points

Furthermore, the logistics of a split facility, lack of site parking and safety concerns along with
an uncertain future for the space, contributed to a lower ranking for this option. One major
concern we voiced from the start of this project and we are unable to place a price tag on it
is the security and safety of a contiguous public building to the school complex. Having a
municipal services building immediately adjacent to the school complex presents many safety
and security challenges that will need to be studied and addressed separately in order to
determine the feasibility of a physical separation of the two functions.
The Shed Building was a promising option at the fore start of this project. However, following
the field investigation of the footings/foundation and roof truss, it was determined that the
building is not feasible for re-use. The following requirements supported our decision:
-

Additional footing width
Dowel new rebar between old and new footing
Support footing for roof columns by connecting them to wall footing
Pour new footing and new foundation wall
Anchor steel tube footing to foundation with rebar
Construct new wall to support roof truss
Add support to roof truss at point load on the wall below to remove
shear load
Demolish and remove interior trailers
Logistics of removing demolition from the rear of the building
Provide for interim structural columns to hold roof truss
Excavate for footing and foundation for new columns
Provide cross beams to establish ceiling and remove load from truss
bottom chord
Pour new floor slab
Provide heating for new floor slab

Given the items listed above along with factoring the additional time required for the
contractor to work around the physical items without impacting them, it was determined that
the shed building should be demolished rather than re-use.
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The Mortar Building is a block and mortar building. This was the first structure constructed at the
Municipal Complex. Our inspection revealed the building is structurally sound, with minor

deficiencies. The deficiencies include the need for a new roof to repair damage and match
the rooflines of the new structures. The interior structure is largely open and therefore new use
can be created after demolition and renovation. It will likely be necessary to create windows
and openings in existing walls to allow for passageways and pedestrian flow through the
building(s), depending on the desired option chosen by the Township. The Mortar Building is
recommended for re-use and renovation.
The Mortar Building will require a new roof. The design intent is to replace the existing Mansard
roof with a traditional, A-frame, pitched roof. During design for the renovation, additional
inspections will be performed to determine the most cost effective and sound system to
replace the roof as well as whether or not the existing roof structure will be utilized in any
capacity (i.e., ceiling) or completely removed.
Focusing our efforts on the existing Municipal Complex site, we established a framework
entailing maintaining the Mortar Building and demolishing the Shed Building. Consequently,
we focused our options on two distinct layouts. First is new Police Station and a new
civic/administration building along with use of the existing Mortar Building. The second option is
entirely new buildings. For the first option, we developed three different layouts as shown in the
attached plans. These layouts entailed:
1. OPTION 1A: U-Shape complex with the Mortar Building (housing
sdministrative functions) facing Mansfield Drive, the new
civic/administration building in the middle and the new police
building parallel to the Mortar Building. All three buildings connected
via a covered walkway. Approximate gross square footage below
a. Police Station – 4,725 sf
b. Civic/Shared – 5,000 sf
c. Admin (Mortar) – 4,600 sf
2. OPTION 1B: U-Shape complex similar to above, except the
civic/administration building is directly connected to the existing
Mortar Building
a. Police Station – 4,725 sf
b. Civic/Shared – 4,700 sf
c. Admin (Mortar) – 4,600 sf
3. OPTION 1C: L-Shape building whereby the civic/administration
building is connected to the side of the Mortar Building and the new
Police Station sitting behind the new civic building
a. Police Station – 4,725 sf
b. Civic/Admin – 4,700 sf
c. Admin (Mortar) – 4,600 sf
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In addition to the above concepts for utilization of the existing mortar building, we developed
a layout for a proposed, entirely new building (OPTION 2). We estimate that the new building
floorplan will require the following gross square footage, based on the current program:
1. Police Station – 4,725 sf
2. Civic/Admin – 9,000 sf
Finally, based on feedback from our meeting with the Building Subcommittee and Town
Council, we have developed a new concept for use of the Open Space for administrative
and civic functions along with the building of a separate Police Station at the existing township
site. The Police Station may be able to be located in the renovated Mortar Building; otherwise,
it will need to be a completely new building. Further investigation of the Mortar Building would
be required to determine if it could be properly (and cost-effectively) retro-fitted as an
essential building. (OPTION 3).
These options represented distinct arrangement of the buildings while maintaining proper
access, function, and operation. The new Police Station is maintained separate in all three
options as it is considered an essential building (see description below). By separating the
police structure, the other building (whether completely new or a combination of existing and
new) may be constructed at a lesser cost.
ESSENTIAL BUILDING
The International Building Code defines “Essential Facilities” as buildings and other structures
that are intended to remain operational in the event of extreme environmental loading from
flood, wind, snow or earthquake (IBC Chapter 2 Section 202 – Definitions).
Chapter 16 of the International Building Code dictates the structural design requirements for
all buildings or structures. Section 1604.5 states that all buildings are to be assigned a risk
category as per table 1604.5. The table shows that police stations are designated risk category
IV (Essential Facilities) and are to be designed to meet specific requirements.
Examples of structural requirements for Essential Facilities include, seismic bracing of all piping,
ductwork, etc. so that building systems remain operational after an earthquake, location of
equipment above flood levels, and emergency power sources (such as a generator). The
building must remain operational after a natural disaster, therefore it has more stringent
structural requirements (ie, loading requirements).
These requirements were introduced in the State of New Jersey with the adoption of the 2006
International Building Code and are part of the 2015 International Building Code to which the
project must comply.
This report includes site concepts for all options discussed above, along with sample floor plans
for options 1-A and 1-B.
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HVAC
The existing heating and air conditioning systems for the existing Mortar Building at the town
complex have reached the end of their useful life. The same condition exists for the equipment
supporting the trailers. As the Mortar Building is upgraded to transform it into a new municipal
complex, the design will include a new heating and air conditioning system as well.
The new complex is comprised of three distinctly different functional areas: administrative,
civic, and police. Because these areas all operate on different schedules and have different
comfort objectives, the heating and air conditioning approach to these areas will be
separate. The new architectural design of the complex will support a more traditional HVAC
system design of an individual HVAC unit with VAV terminal units supporting each of the three
functional areas. A determination has not yet been made as to the location of these new
HVAC units but locations on grade in the rear of the building, and locations on the roof are
being considered.
The HVAC system will be complimented by a hydronic baseboard heating system around the
perimeter of the building. The purpose of the baseboard heat is to temper the infiltration of
cold air that is normally transmitted through window glass during the colder months of the
year. From an engineering perspective, we believe this provides for a more comfortable work
environment during inclement months. Some may consider this heat optional, if that is a
consideration for Byram then this could be carried as an alternate to the project bid for Byram
to consider as they review the total project cost once bids are received.
The new building design has three restroom groupings, one dedicated to each of the
functional areas. The approach is to design the restrooms around standard commercial grade
toilet room fixtures with floor mounted standard flush tank toilets. The existing water system
serving the complex does not possess enough pressure or volume to pursue flush-valve fixtures.
In public spaces, the intent is to use manually metered faucets and to avoid electric motion
sensor type fixtures.
Electrically, the new complex will be supported by the existing electrical service as served by
the local electrical utility. With the addition of the police building, it is possible that the
electrical service will need to be upgraded to a larger capacity, however where practical
existing electrical infrastructure will be reused and repurposed. Lighting for the facility will be
designed around standard contractor grade LED fixtures. In areas where image and interior
design dictate, the standard light fixture package will be complimented by additional
decorative fixtures. Current building codes require the installation of motion sensors and
multilevel lighting in certain areas of the building, the lighting design will reflect these code
requirements.
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CONCLUSION
As presented in this report, the viability of the Open Space and retaining the Shed Building
cannot be supported for the various reasons discussed herein. However, all options have been
explored and presented in this report so the Building Subcommittee and Town Council may
make an informed decision as to how best to proceed.
In each of the options presented, we attempted to provide for a compact and efficient
space and remove wasted space, while adhering to the provided program. Program
alterations may be made in future iterations, once a direction is decided upon by the
Township. All the options are possible and present the Township with a municipal complex that
is built today and services the needs of the community in the future.
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PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE
Prepared by The Nader Group + ASA
February 2019 (revised March 2019)
DESCRIPTION

OPTION 1A
RENO+NEW

OPTION 1B
OPTION 1C
RENO+NEW ADD RENO+NEW ADD

(U-Shape/Separate)

(U-Shape/Attached)

OPTION 2
ALL NEW

(L-Shape)

NEW CONSTRUCTION (SF)-ESSENTIAL (POLICE)
- 4,720sf @ $325/sf
NEW CONSTRUCTION (SF)-REGULAR
- 4,700sf-5000sf @ $275/sf
RENOVATION (SF)
- 4,560sf @ $200/sf
SITE DEVELOPMENT

$

1,535,625.00

$

1,535,625.00

$

1,535,625.00

$

1,535,625.00

$

1,375,000.00

$

1,292,500.00

$

1,292,500.00

$

2,475,000.00

$

912,000.00

$

912,000.00

$

912,000.00

$

$

770,485.00

$

662,240.00

$

613,560.00

$

736,966.00

SITE PERMITTING
- permit fees only

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

HARD COST SUBTOTAL $

4,605,110.00

$

4,414,365.00

$

4,365,685.00

$

4,759,591.00

$

230,255.50

$

220,718.25

$

218,284.25

$

237,979.55

Contingency for Phased Construction (10%) $

460,511.00

$

$

5,295,876.50

$

4,635,083.25

$

4,583,969.25

$

4,997,570.55

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000.00
79,000.00
25,000.00
39,500.00
79,000.00
125,000.00
250,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000.00
77,500.00
25,000.00
38,750.00
77,500.00
125,000.00
250,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000.00
77,500.00
25,000.00
38,750.00
77,500.00
125,000.00
250,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000.00
80,250.00
25,000.00
40,250.00
80,250.00
125,000.00
250,000.00

$

847,500.00

$

843,750.00

$

843,750.00

$

850,750.00

$

50,000.00

$

125,000.00

$

125,000.00

TOTAL $

6,193,376.50

$

5,478,833.25

$

5,973,320.55

Construction Contingency (5%)

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION
SOFT COSTS
- Architecture & Site Engineering Fees (LS)
- Testing (2%)
- Inspections (LS Budget)
- Legal (1%)
- Bonding (2%)
- Contingency (LS)
FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES, EQUIPMENT
- previous budget
SOFT COST SUBTOTAL
TEMPORARY TRAILER RENTAL (12 mos)

-

$

$

-

5,427,719.25

$

-

-

NOT INCLUDED ABOVE:
- DPW Breakroom Renovation
- Construction Escalation
- Moving costs other than trailer rental
SOFT COST EXPLANATION
Architectural & Site Engineering: includes fees for the preparation and finalization of Construction Documents (CDs), including
specifications, for the site and building as well as Construction Administration services (ie, bid prep, review and management)
Inspections: Includes costs for inspections by architect, engineer(s) - structural, civil, environmental, MEP
NOTE:
Existing well to be tested to determine quality and quantity and further determine if a new well is needed.

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE-OPEN SPACE
Prepared by The Nader Group + ASA
March 2019
DESCRIPTION

OPTION 3A
OPTION 3B
OPEN SPACE + MORTAR
OPEN SPACE + NEW
BUILDING ADDITION/RENO** POLICE STATION

POLICE STATION
NEW CONSTRUCTION (SF)-ESSENTIAL (POLICE)
- @$325/SF
- Option 3A - 500 sf Addition
- Option 3B - 4,270 sf

$

97,500.00

$

1,534,000.00

RENOVATION (SF) - ESSENTIAL POLICE
- 4,560sf @ $275/SF
SITE DEVELOPMENT

$

1,254,000.00

$

477,136.00

$

526,800.00

SITE PERMITTING
- permit fees only

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

HARD COST SUBTOTAL $

1,840,636.00

$

2,072,800.00

$

92,031.80

$

103,640.00

$

1,932,667.80

$

2,176,440.00

NEW INSULTATION
- 17,500 sf (sprayfoam under roof) - $6/SF
NEW EXTERIOR (SKIN) INSULATED PANEL
- 9,800 sf +/- façade @$15.50/SF
DROP CEILING REPAIR OR REPLACE
-17,000 sf @ $10/SF
REPLACE ALL WINDOWS/NEW ENTRANCE
(windows for entire buildling) 30 @ $1500 avg.
GENERAL RENOVATIONS
- 9300 sf @ $125/SF
- framing, flooring, sheetrock, etc.
- general finishing of the space

$

105,000.00

$

105,000.00

$

151,900.00

$

151,900.00

$

170,000.00

$

170,000.00

$

45,000.00

$

45,000.00

$

1,162,500.00

$

1,162,500.00

MEP/HVAC
- divide sides. new unit for 9300 sf, generator
- sprinkler changes

$

726,000.00

$

726,000.00

SITE DEVELOPMENT

$

129,144.00

$

129,144.00

SITE PERMITTING
- permit fees only

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

HARD COST SUBTOTAL $

2,501,544.00

$

2,501,544.00

125,077.20

$

125,077.20

Construction Contingency (5%)

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION (POLICE STATION)

OPEN SPACE BUILDING

Construction Contingency (5%)

$

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION (OPEN SPACE)

$

2,626,621.20

$

2,626,621.20

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000.00
79,000.00
25,000.00
39,500.00
79,000.00
125,000.00
250,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000.00
77,500.00
25,000.00
38,750.00
77,500.00
125,000.00
250,000.00

SOFT COST SUBTOTAL $

847,500.00

$

843,750.00

TOTAL $

5,406,789.00

$

5,646,811.20

SOFT COSTS
- Architecture & Site Engineering Fees (LS)
- Testing (2%)
- Inspections (LS Budget)
- Legal (1%)
- Bonding (2%)
- Contingency (LS)

FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES, EQUIPMENT
- previous budget

NOT INCLUDED ABOVE:
- DPW Breakroom Renovation
- Construction Escalation
- Moving costs
- Trailers are not anticipated at this time, if needed for 12 mos, cost is roughly $125,000 for police and administrative personnel.

NOTES:
**Additional buildling inspection will be required to determine if it is feasible to retrofit the Mortar Buildling as an essential building.
The costs above are estimated for the Police Station. In the event the buildling is not eligible for retrofit, a new building would be
constructed.
^The Mortar Building may require an approximate 500 SF addition; however, this may be changed upon schematic design.
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